With the wealth of planets that have been discovered over the past ∼ 20 years, the field can broadly be divided into two regimes. For understanding broad occurrence and formation rates, large numbers of planets allow for population statistics to be calculated, and this work preferentially tends towards fainter planets (and fainter host stars) to allow for a large number of detections. The second regime is the detailed understanding of a single planet, with particular consideration to planetary structure and atmosphere, and in this case benefits from finding individual planets (and host stars) that are very close, and subsequently, very bright. The closest of these also provide very novel possibilities for exploration if they are close enough that travel time to them is relatively low, something that would be extremely unlikely for more distant planets. Here, we announce the independent discovery of a sub-earth planet orbiting in the habitable zone of a very close solar-mass star using a novel processing technique and observations from the Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT).
I. Introduction T he search for planets can be divided into the attempt to find individual planets that provide unique insight into planets (either by being favorable to in-depth characterization or being intrinsically unusual planets) and the attempt to identify large numbers of planets that can be used for population statistics. While the latter has made significant progress with the large number of planets provided by the Kepler mission, individual planets well-suited to characterization have been more difficult to find due to the need for these planets to be both nearby and optimial for observation. For example, Dressing and Charbonneau (2015) noted that the nearest habitable zone planets around red dwarfs would be 2.6 or 10.6 parsecs away, with the latter including an additional constraint that the planet be transiting its host star. The inherent rarity of nearby habitable planets has meant that any nearby planets have been significant discoveries, such as the Gliese 876 system (Marcy et al., 1998; Delfosse et al., 1998) , Formalhaut b (Kalas et al., 2008) , and Proxima Centauri b (Anglada-Escudé et al., 2016) . Consequentially, the discovery of any planet that is closer than these and thereby well-suited to additional observations would be an extremely valuable contribution to the understanding of planets, and the discovery of a planet in the habitable zone would be particularly useful.
In this paper we present a planet with a period of ∼700 days around an extremely close G2V host star, which also represents and independent discovery of the planet that was recently announced in announcements by The Astronomer's Telegram (Dunsby, 2018b,a (Pepper et al., 2007 . The standard data reduction steps taken for KELT images is further discussed in Siverd et al. (2012) . In this paper we use observations taken from KELT-North field 05, which is centered on α = 07hr 50m 24.0s, δ = +31 • 39 56 J2000.
II. Photometry
To search for a particularly bright object with unknown position, we adopt a novel technique by analyzing the number of saturated pixels in each image. Our test statistic is simply the percentage of pixels in an uncalibrated image with value > 16000 ADU 1 . This statistic offers great sensitivity to extremely bright transients. This enhanced sensitivity is caused by detector blooming: although many saturated pixels are present in typical images, a single extremely bright source may generate up to a few x 10 4 saturated pixels (∼ 10 columns × 4096 pixels per column), producing a significant change in the total number of saturated pixels. Since the number of saturated pixels tends to be small (roughly 0.1% for KN05) and a typical image histogram has a shallow slope (see Fig 1) , the saturated pixel fraction is much more sensitive to the presence of an extremely bright transient than it is to changes in mean image level. To perform our analysis, we produced a "light curve" of the KN05 field consisting of mid-exposure JD (UTC) and the value of this statistic. This time series is illustrated in Fig 2. In order to look for any periodicity in this field, we then run a Lomb-Scargle periodogram on the saturated pixel fraction (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982) . As shown in Fig 3, we find that the top peak occurs at 700.28 days, with additional smaller peaks corresponding to known astronomical effects, such as the 28-day orbit of the moon. The large peak at 1 day is an aliasing effect caused by the rotation of the Earth (KELT-North only observes at night).
III. Discussion
We characterize the observed planet primarily in terms of the orbital characteristics and the resultant incident flux. The relationship between the period and semi-major axis of a planet has been well-characterized, and we utilize that relationship in order to determine the distance of this planet from its host star (Kepler, 1619) . Using this standard relationship between period and semi-major axis we determine that the semi-major axis of this planet is 1.54 AU around what we infer to be a 1 M star. We note, however, that due to the brightness of the host star (an apparent magnitude of ∼-27) we are unable to use KELT to directly characterize the host star (Torres, 2010 ).
This semi-major axis allows us to roughly characterize the expected incident flux on this planet's surface and the impacts of this flux on its surface and atmosphere. Recent work on solar-mass stars demonstrates that the planet would easily fall within the habitable zone, with estimates of the inner and outer boundaries ranging from 0.99 to 1.68 AU (Kopparapu et al., 2013) to 0.95 to 2.4 AU (Ramirez and Kaltenegger, 2017) . As the planet is well-suited for follow-up with larger telescopes, and as it is in the habitable zone of its host star, it would be particularly useful to look for signs of water and life on it. For example, it would be conceivable that a higher resolution observation would show tell-tale signs of liquid water on the surface such as seas, or possibly even signs Figure 1 : A histogram of a typical KELT image after dark subtraction and flat-fielding. There is a single broad and high peak due to the sky and a long, shallow tail caused by stars. There is also a small peak near 16000 ADU (red arrow) caused by a pile-up at the saturation value. Our detection statistic reports the fraction of pixels with a value above 16000 ADU, i.e., what fraction of pixels live in this "bump" marked by the red arrow.
of intelligent life on the planet, such as canals that have been constructed to direct the flow of that water, and would be structures large enough to be observed from great distance. In an interdisciplinary nature, we suggest that it would not be surprising if the structure of these canals is similar to patterns seen in nature, for example, the structure of blood vessels in the human eye, and may appear similar to the figures present in Kaba et al. (2014) .
IV. Summary
In this paper we have demonstrated how the fraction of saturated pixels can be used to detect the presence of very bright, and very close, planets. In particular, we provide an independent confirmation of a sub-Earth in the habitable zone of a 1 M star using this technique. The planet we detect is in an orbit with a semimajor axis of 1.54 AU, and the star that it is orbiting is located extremely close to the Earth.
We believe that the close proximity of this planet provides a unique opportunity not just for standard photometric and spectroscopic observations, but also for far more novel approaches at planet characterization. While proposals have been made already for sending probes to stars and planets at greater distances (Hein et al., 2017; Heller et al., 2017) , these often rely on relatively new and untested techniques. In contrast, the planet we present here can be reached using technology that has been discussed and developed for a substantially longer time (Burroughs, 1917; Dick, 1966) . Consequentially, it is entirely possible that current technology would be capable of successfully sending probes to provide closer study of this planet. 
